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The University of Dayton 
UD DANCE ENSEMBLE PERFORMANCE 
TO FEATURE STUDENT AND LOCAL CHOREOGRAPHERS 
News Release 
Feb. 4, 1992 
Contact: Pam Huber 
DAYTON, Ohio -- Contemporary, tap, and jazz dance will all 
be featured when the University of Dayton Dance Ensemble, under 
the direction of Sharon Austin-Edwards, will perform at 8 p.m., 
Friday Feb. 21, and Saturday, Feb. 22, in UD's Boll Theatre. 
General admission tickets are $6 and are available at the 
Boll Theatre box office noon to 5 p.m. weekdays or by calling 
(513) 229-2545. 
The concert will feature nine different pieces choreographed 
by community and student choreographers. Universal Black Arts 
(UBA), a new student dance and theatre company directed by 
Austin-Edwards, will make its debut at the concert. 
Austin-Edwards has choreographed a piece titled "Bayete" 
that takes dancers through a whirl wind of pressures as they 
continually rely on temporary relief. 
Dawn Rae Montgomery, a UD senior, has choreographed a tap 
p1.ece for the concert called "People Come and Go" with music by 
Bobby Darin. The piece, with a flair of the 1920s combined with 
modern choreography, speaks to the relationships one has with 
friends, lovers and self. 
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"Black Angels," by longtime dance ensemble choreographer 
Kendall A. Childs, is performed in three movements during which 
the dancers work with improvisation, natural body rhythms and 
everyday gestures. 
"Winds of Change" 1s the second p1ece choreographed by UD 
senior Katy Psenicka. The piece, that includes music by David 
Bowie and Gloria Estefan, touches upon the fear, excitement and 
anticipation of a changing world. 
Choreographed by Mark Cummings, "A Sense of Doubt" attempts 
an abstract interpretation of unsettling dreams. The piece 
expresses the idea that it is sometimes easier to slam doors then 
to face the truth and show the world who we really are. 
UD senior Patrick Rybarczyk has choreographed "It's All in 
the Rhythm" to a duet by Madonna and Warren Beatty. The p1ece, 
done entirely for the fun of it, combines several types of dance 
and shows its contrast by the mixture of 1930s and 1990s music. 
Transition is the theme behind "Between Two Worlds" by guest 
choreographer Cecil Slaughter. The piece, ~one to three 
contrasting pieces of music, is a transition that leads the 
dancers from seriousness to lightness. 
"Little Gifts," by community choreographer Jane Poley, is a 
series of five vignettes celebrating the gifts of sight, song, 
motion, love and words. 
For more information, call (513) 229-3950. 
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